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Structural brain imaging
features alone cannot
predict hand grip
strength.
Why?
๏ Single-case predictions of motor
performance in motor related diseases
๏ Hand grip strength may be represented
by brain structure
๏ Predictive modelling of brain-behaviour
relationships can benefit from large
samples, which
‣ require heavy computational
infrastructure
‣ tempt to blindly trust data-driven
results
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Gray matter volume
without confound removal
decently predicts HGS.

Gray matter volume
with confound removal
only predicts the mean.

Sex-separated models show
that HGS predictability is
mostly driven by sex.

Surface brain features
(with and without confound
removal) reveal the same
pattern.

What?
๏ Predict Hand grip strength (HGS) from
volumetric and surface structural
neuroimaging features from UKB
๏ With and without confound removal
(sex, age, sex & age, TIV, BMI, body
fat percentage, fat free body mass)
๏ Sex-separated models

How?
๏ N_train ~31,000, N_test ~5,000
๏ Linear SVR, L2 regularised L2 loss
(primal), ℇ=0.0, heuristic C value
๏ Cortical Schaefer 1000 atlas,
subcortical Tian S4 atlas (54 parcels),
cerebellar SUIT atlas (34 parcels)
๏ Surface features: white & pial surface
area, white volume, grey-white
contrast, surface thickness

Watch your confounds

Want to know more?
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Objective
Predictive modelling of subtle brain-behaviour relationships can greatly benefit from large
sample sizes as provided by the UK Biobank (UKB) (>40k brain scans, ~500k subjects’
behavioural assessments), but requires heavy computational infrastructure and is tempting
to blindly trust data-driven results. Additionally, the small signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of
brain-behaviour relationships exacerbates the classical problem of choosing an
appropriate machine learning model, intensified by the computationally costly
hyperparameter tuning (HPT). Targeting these challenges, we here sketch out a
reproducible framework by exemplarily predicting hand grip strength (HGS) from gray
matter volume (GMV) and underline the overwhelming impact of confounds in predictive
pipelines.
Gray matter volume as features
For this purpose we extracted parcel-wise GMV (features) as the winsorized mean (limits
10%) of the voxel based morphometry of 41,180 T1-weighted images from UKB [1][2] per
parcel of the Schaefer cortical atlas ([3]; 1000 ROIs), the Tian subcortical atlas ([4]; S4 3T)
and the SUIT cerebellar atlas ([5]; SUIT space). Feature extraction was parallelized with
high throughput computing ensuring manageable compute times (<36 hrs). The volumetric
features were used both all together and separately. The latter was achieved by shuffling
the not used subgroups to keep the number of features constant, while removing the
signal from the unused features. With the ukbb_parser [6] we retrieved HGS (N=378,211;
healthy) as a motor performance target. A total of 30,700 to 31,500 samples (depending on
the considered structure) were left after sanitizing the behavioral data and using only the
first scan. We exemplarily fitted scikit-learn’s [7] LinearSVR (L2 regularized L2 loss
(primal), [8]) with a hyperparameter C for each of the feature groups and each with and
without regressing out age, sex, age and sex, total intracranial volume (TIV), body mass
index (BMI), body fat percentage and whole body fat free mass as confounds in a CVconsistent manner. A comparison of the time and memory consuming grid search HPT with
a theoretical (heuristic) calculation of C [9] (C_heur) led to a comparable predictive
performance and therefore the C_heur was used. Shown here is the best estimator from a
10x10-fold cross validation (CV; using Julearn [10]; N=19,661-20,148), stratified for sex,
age and the target, applied to a completely unseen hold-out test set (N=4,916-5,038). The
evaluation of confounding effects is supplemented by separate pipelines per sex, with and
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without removing age as confound to unravel the sex-age interaction as confounds.
Without confound removal,
for both sexes together
actual and predicted HGS
decently correlated between
r=.57 (all features) and r=.32
(cerebellum) (Fig. 1, top
row). However, with separate
models per sex without
confound removal,
correlations dropped
drastically (female & male:
r=.27, all features, Fig. 2). A
performance drop after
confound removal (sex:
Fig. 1 - Overview of gray matter volume based predictions for different
volumetric feature groups and the most important confounds.

r=.19; sex and age: r=0.07)
in the both-sexes, all
features model (comparable

effects for all feature groups) underpinned this supposition (nearly no influence of age
alone as confound).

Fig. 2 - sex split models for HGS
prediction based on cortical,
subcortical and cerebellar GMV.

Fig. 3 - same as Fig. 2 with age
removed as confound.

Fig. 4 - full confound removal,
volumetric model.
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Separate models per sex with regressed out age as a confound substantiate an interactive
effect of age and sex confounds, as shown by correlations dropping further in comparison
to the confound-free split models (female: r=0.13, male: r=.27, all features, Fig. 3). When
accounting for the full confound-list, the predictability of HGS completely vanishes (Fig. 4).
Surface measures as features
These results hint at sex differences driving HGS prediction from structural neuroimaging
features and highlight the importance of proper confound removal [11]. To

solidify this

finding we added surface features to cover the entire space of structural brain features and
the therein potentially carried information. The surface measures include Desikan-Kiliany
parcellated white and pial
surface area, white
volume, grey-white
contrast and surface
thickness and stem from
the pre-processed
FreeSurfer 6.0 recon-all
output provided by the
UKB. As can be seen in
Fig. 5 to Fig. 7, the
surface features based
results replicate the
described findings of the
volumetric features. In
summary this means that
our used SVR can
Fig. 5 - Overview of surface based predictions for different surface feature
groups and the most important confounds.

generally decently predict
HGS. But this prediction
is not based on the signal

carried by structural neuroimaging features but it rather uses a combination of additional
demographic and physiological measures, most importantly sex and age.
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Fig. 6 - All surface features combined model, no
confound removal.

Fig. 7 - Full confound removal, surface model.

Confound post-hoc tests
A parcel-wise correlation1 between
GMV and the respective confound
variables confirms the highest
median association of age and sex
with the volumetric features (Fig.
8). Figure 9 exemplarily reveals
the parcel-wise correlation pattern
of GMV with age.

Fig. 8 - whole brain parcel-wise correlation of GMV with
considered confound variables.

Fig. 9 - Exemplarily brain map of parcel-wise correlation between GMV and age.

Pearson correlation for interval scaled variables, point biserial correlation for nominal scaled
variables
1
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Furthermore, sex, TIV and whole body fat mass are highly positively correlated with the
target (r=0.73, r=0.50, r=0.74, respectively) and age and body fat percentage are
negatively correlated with HGS (r=-0.16 and r=-0.53, respectively), while BMI only has a
moderate correlation with HGS (r=0.11) (Fig. 10).

Fig. 10 - Correlations of confound variables with HGS target.

Algorithmic upscaling (Outlook)
To exclude the possibility of the null results stemming from an inappropriate algorithm
choice, we next scaled the model selection process from the exemplary SVR to the usage
of AutoSklearn [12]. Due to the sample size the HPT for the outlined one-model approach
already exceeds a reasonable compute time of 24hrs even with a 128-fold parallelization.
In our next step we will therefore scale the AutoSklearn model fitting by deploying highly
parallelized Dask clusters [13].
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